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Outline
• How to come up with good ideas 
• What types of papers to write

• Know the novelty and limitations of your research 
• Conduct sound and thorough analysis or experiments 

• Take advantage of your co-authors
• What you need to know before you start to write

• How to actually write the paper
• Balance between quality and quantity and between 

niche and productivity

• Ethics is important



Ideas are like fruits

• Good ones & bad ones

• Low-hanging fruits & high-hanging fruits

• In season & out of season

• Juicy ones & juiceless ones



Have curiosity and passion 

• Curiosity is the key to science

• Love what you do

• Find a reason to like it

• Force yourself to like it

• Switch to something else



Know the literature

• From new to old

• Classical and ongoing

• What has been done

• What has not been done

– Pay attention to Discussion and Conclusions



Attend conferences

• Introduce your work

• Lots of information

• Latest work

• Next steps

• Borrow ideas

• Networking 

• Exposure

• Attend AGU and/or ESA



Think more

• Do not always work

• Leave some time for thinking

• What projects I can propose

• What questions I can answer

• What papers I can write



Discuss with colleagues

• Advisors

• Collaborators

• Other group members

• Friends

• Two heads are better than one



Bottom-up vs top-down

• Bottom-up
– Start with existing data (e.g., model simulations for 

the Tibet Plateau; two years of eddy covariance data)
– Try to figure out what papers can be written

• Top-down
– Start with science questions or hypotheses
– Then think about how to proceed





Liu et al. Scientific Reports, 2015



Liu et al. Scientific Reports, 2015





Wang et al., JGR, 2014
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Curiosity & observation



Curiosity & observation









Science question











Meta-analysis







Synthesis















Review



Policy











Time-sensitive





… just a few example studies that I have been involved in
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Know the novelty and limitations of 
your research

• Be familiar with the literature

– Read many relevant papers (old and new)

– Know what has been done and what has not been 

done

– What is new with your research



Know the novelty and limitations of 
your research

• Attend conferences 

– A lot of information 

– Know what has been done and what has not been 

done

– What is new

– What are the limitations



Know the novelty and limitations of 
your research

• Discuss with colleagues

– Help identify novelty and limitations with fresh 

eyes/mind

• Evaluate the novelty and significance of your 

research 

– Breakthrough?

– Marginal?



Know the novelty and limitations of 
your research

• Identify the limitations 

– What are they?

– Can they be solved now? 

– How can they be solved?

– Leave them to the future? 

– Mention them in the manuscript?
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Conduct sound and thorough analysis 
and/or experiments

• Be sound
– Use right data

– Use newest data

– Use right methods

– Use state-of-the-art methods

– Avoid mistakes 



Conduct sound and thorough analysis 
and/or experiments

• Be thorough
– Consider more treatments or scenarios

– Collect relevant measurements (e.g., diffuse 
radiation, LAI, spectral measurements)

– Simulate relevant variables (e.g., target is carbon flux, 
but simulate ET, biomass, and other variables as well)

– Combine multiple datasets

– Integrate different methods



Conduct sound and thorough analysis 
and/or experiments

• Pay attention to issues that reviewers might raise
– Conduct those analyses just in case
– Consider them in experiments
– Include them in the manuscript 
– Retain some results for revision (or another paper)



Conduct sound and thorough analysis 
and/or experiments

• Vision (for future papers)
– Conduct experiments for future papers

– Conduct analyses for future papers

– Kill two birds with one stone

– What will be popular or important in the future

– Value of long-term experiments or measurements
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As the 1st author, you typically 
do the heavy lifting



Take advantage of your co-authors

• Early involvement

– From the very beginning (e.g., initial ideas)

– Not until full draft

– Involve at least those who are expected to be co-

authors

– Engage other potential contributors



• Make full use of their inputs

– Ideas

– Analysis

– Writing

– Editing

Take advantage of your co-authors



• Push them

– Request

– Remind

– Meet

– Discuss

– “Threaten”

Take advantage of your co-authors



• Remember they are co-authors

– Requires contribution (ethics!)

– Co-authors vs acknowledgement

– Old times

– Standard of co-authorship is changing

– Co-author’s responsibility

Take advantage of your co-authors



• Early involvement

• Make full use of their inputs

• Push them

• Remember they are co-authors

Take advantage of your co-authors
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What you need to know before you 
start to write

• Novelty (breakthrough or marginal)

• Focus, highlights (or key messages)

• Literature

• Limitations

• Set of figures/tables

• Audience and journal (e.g., C in urban areas)
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How to actually write the paper

• Start with an outline

– Tentative title

– Potential authors (have an author list?)

– Sections (e.g., Introduction, Data & Methods, 
Results, Discussion, Conclusions)

– What paragraphs/sub-sections in each section

– Discuss with coauthors and revise

– Be comfortable with the outline



How to actually write the paper

• Then where to start? 

– Wherever you want to write

• Use English in the first place

– Do not write Chinese first and then translate

• Engage coauthors in writing

– Meet and discuss during the writing process

– Ask coauthors write pieces of the manuscript



How to actually write the paper

• Seek higher-level comments on 1st draft and 
revise

• Ask for detailed comments on 2nd draft and 
revise

• Repeat the “comment + revise” process as many 
times as needed

– Sometimes 4-6 times prior to submission



How to actually write the paper

• Pay attention to language

– Language matters!

– Learn from the literature

– Ask coauthors to polish the writing 

– Learn from coauthors

– Seek help from professional editors (?)
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and



What is a “niche”?

• “most [ecologists] would agree that niche is a central 
concept of ecology, even though we do not know 
exactly what it means" (Real and Levin 1991) 

• The status of an organism (or population) within its 
environment and community

• Ecological niche of an organism describes how that 
particular individual "fits" into its ecosystem



What is a “niche” for a researcher?

• The “niche” of a scientist describes how that particular 
individual "fits" into the research community 

• Here, a “niche” also means a research direction that 
has great potential but is overlooked or rarely studied 
by scientists



Having your own niche
• Pros
– Easier to identify science questions
– Less competition from former advisors, group 

members, other scientists
– More collaborative opportunities
– Recognition from peers

• Cons
– Takes time
– More effort is needed
– Can be less productive in the beginning 



and

• Niche vs productivity

• Niche evolves

• Having high productivity is important for your career

• How high is high enough? 

• How low is too low? 

• Quality vs productivity
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Ethics

• No plagiarism
– Not even a sentence 

• Give proper credit 
– Citation, acknowledgement, co-authorship

• Be open and collaborative
– Be willing to work together

• Do not offer co-authorship as a gift
– Contribution, responsibility



Final advice - ① Work hard!!!



Final advice - ②

Balance work & life!!!


